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Contract Review Service Now Offering 24-Hour Turnaround 

Check-A-Contract Increases Efficiency to Benefit Customers in Need 

London, October 25, 2014. In response to a recent surge of requests for speedy turnarounds in the UK 

and the US, Check-A-Contract is now able to offer their clients a 24-hour (Rush Service) window to have 

their contracts and agreements reviewed by qualified and professional lawyers or attorneys. 

As small businesses and entrepreneurs branch out, and more people are setting up “do-it-yourself” legal 

agreements, it is more important now than ever before for there to be a streamlined service that offers 

quick, efficient, and affordable access to legal personnel. Check-A-Contract is rapidly growing, with 

thousands of customers having already used the service.  

Check-A-Contract works to connect clients and lawyers and provides the most up-to-date contract 

software to allow these law professionals the ability to streamline their assessment process and save 

the clients time and money. When clients select the service they need, an appropriate lawyer is then 

contacted on their behalf. This best-suited lawyer will contact the client directly and begin a one-on-one 

relationship with them outside of Check-A-Contract, allowing for a private and privileged lawyer-client 

confidential relationship. 

Check-A-Contract offers high-quality contract legal review services for fair and affordable prices with a 

100% money back guarantee. Check-A-Contract accepts almost any personal or business contract and 

agreement.  

ABOUT CHECK-A-CONTRACT 

Check-A-Contract is an International legal service provider specializing in contract, lease and agreement 

checking. Services include offering high quality revision of business or personal contracts at low cost, 

fast turnaround and 'white-label' integration for associated law practices. Mission: At Check-A-Contract 

we are constantly striving to improve our service to help business people get more done in less time, 

recognizing the present and future needs of our customers and ultimately helping to save money.  For 

more information, please visit https://checkacontract.com 
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